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Take a look at these original and adapted images. How should they be cited?
BEST PRACTICE FOR ATTRIBUTION

• Give the title of the item, the author or creator, the type of licence and the source of the item.

• For more info see https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/best_practices_for_attribution
Title: Wikipedian Protestor
Author: Randall Munroe
Link: https://xkcd.com/285/
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License
Libraries needed!
“Libraries needed” by Rachel Scanlon, CC BY-NC 2.5 adapted from Wikipedian Protester by Randall Munroe licensed under CC BY-NC 2.5
Mortal! I come offering a deal—

Read the sign.
"By entering this room, you agree to forfeit your own soul rather than negotiate with the mortal residing therein..."

Wait, you can't—

Too late.

Mephistopheles encounters the EULA.
READ THE SIGN.

"BY ENTERING THIS ROOM, YOU AGREE TO FORFEIT YOUR OWN SOUL RATHER THAN NEGOTIATE WITH THE MORTAL RESIDING THEREIN..."

WAIT, YOU CAN'T-

TOO LATE.

Title: Keep aliens at bay
Author: Rachel Scanlon
Link: n/a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License
"Keep aliens at bay" by Rachel Scanlon CC BY-NC 2.5 adapted from “Faust 2.0” by Randall Munroe licensed under CC BY-NC 2.5
RE: ECONOMICS JOURNAL SUBMISSION

WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR MANUSCRIPT "THE BIZARRE ECONOMICS OF ACADEMIC PUBLISHING: WHY VOLUNTEER PEER REVIEWERS SHOULD RISE UP AND DEMAND PAYMENT FROM FOR-PROFIT JOURNALS." WE HAVE ELECTED NOT TO SEND IT OUT FOR REVIEW.
WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR MANUSCRIPT “THE BIZARRE ECONOMICS OF ACADEMIC PUBLISHING: WHY VOLUNTEER PEER REVIEWERS SHOULD RISE UP AND DEMAND PAYMENT FROM FOR-PROFIT JOURNALS.” WE HAVE ELECTED NOT TO SEND IT OUT FOR REVIEW.
RE: ECONOMICS JOURNAL SUBMISSION
WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR MANUSCRIPT "THE BIZARRE ECONOMICS OF ACADEMIC PUBLISHING: WHY VOLUNTEER PEER REVIEWERS SHOULD RISE UP AND DEMAND PAYMENT FROM FOR-PROFIT JOURNALS." WE HAVE ELECTED NOT TO SEND IT OUT FOR REVIEW.

“Sorrow” by Rachel Scanlon
CC BY-NC 2.5 adapted from
“Peer Review” by Randall Munroe licensed under CC BY-NC 2.5
Title: Warning
Author: Randall Munroe
Link: https://xkcd.com/1075/
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License
RECOMMENDED CITATION

“Warning, cars” by Rachel Scanlon CC BY-NC 2.5
adapted from “Warning” by Randall Munroe licensed under CC BY-NC 2.5